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backscattering contributions to the mode specific diffusion coefficients. We consider, in detail, random media
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Time-independent wave propagation is treated in media where the index of refraction contains a 
random component, but its mean is invariant with respect to translation in some direction 
distinguishing the wave propagation. Abstract splitting operators are used to decompose the wave 
field into forward and backward traveling components satisfying a coupled pair of equations. 
Mode-coupled equations follow directly from these after implementing a specific representation 
for the abstract splitting operators. Here we indicate a formal solution to these equations, 
concentrating on the diffusion regime, where we estimate the forward- and backscattering 
contributions to the mode specific diffusion coefficients. We consider, in detail, random media 
with uniform (random atmosphere) and square law (stochastic lense) mean refractive indices. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Time-independent scalar wave propagation in random 
media can be described by the 3-D Helmholtz equation with 
a random-valued refractive index nIx). [Throughout we sup-
press the dependence of random-valued functions, e.g., 
n(x)=n(x,ro), on the probability space variable ro.] We con-
centrate on propagation in a distinguished direction, chosen 
along the x axis in a Cartesian coordinate system, (x 1,x2,x3)' 
with (XI,x2)=Xl , x3==.x, for the case where the mean of the 
refractive index, (n(x)=ii(xl ), is independent of x. (Here 
( ) denotes the average over the statistical ensemble.) In 
particular, we are interested in the random atmosphere 
(where ii is constant), and stochastic lenses [where ii(xl ) in-
creases from large IXll asymptotic value(s) to a maximum 
near Xl = 0]. The Helmholtz equation is naturally written 
here as 
d 2 
dx 2 1/1 + SI/I = 0, (Ll) 
where S = S (x)==.J 1 + k 2(X). Here ..:11 = a 2/ axi is the 
transverse Laplacian, and k (x)=kn(x) is the position-depen-
dent wave number, where k > 0 is arbitrary. We have in mind 
cases where the random fluctuations, {3 (x)=k (X)2 - k (Xl)2 
with k (Xl) = kii(xl ), are "small," and {3 (x) is a stationary 
process so one has ({3 (x) {3 (x + I5x) = R (l5x), where 
R ( y) = R ( - y). 
The approach implemented here is to somewhat arbi-
trarily split the wave field 1/1 into right (x-increasing), 1/1 +, 
and left (x-decreasing), 1/1-, propagating components that 
satisfy a coupled set of equations. Such procedures are useful 
in relating various unidirectional propagation approxima-
tions, associated with the zeroth-order decoupled solutions, 
to the exact solutions expressed as Bremmer-type series. I 
Here we implement "reference" splitting in terms of natural-
ly chosen deterministic, unbounded, abstract, self-adjoint 
operators (cf. Refs. 2-4) such that 1/1 + and 1/1 - are decoupled 
when the random fluctuations are set to zero. In Sec. II, we 
detail this procedure and rearrange the coupled 1/1 ± equa-
tions so that afirst-order smoothing approximationS can be 
conveniently applied to obtain a closed equation for the 
mean, (1/1 +), of 1/1 +. Using the representation provided by 
the splitting operator eigenfunctions, one obtains explicit 
mode-coupled equations. Since we are primarily interested 
here in the slow decay of ( 1/1 +) induced by small-amplitude 
stochastic fluctuations in nIx) (the diffusion regime), a long-
range Markovian approximation is applied to these to obtain 
estimates of the forward- and backscattering contributions 
to the mode-specific decay rates (termed, here, diffusion co-
efficients).6 We continue to detail specific applications of this 
general procedure to the random atmosphere in Sec. III, and 
to the stochastic square law medium (lense) in Sec. IV. Con-
cluding remarks are made in Sec. V. 
II. REFERENCE SPLITTING APPLIED TO RANDOM 
MEDIA 
Reference splitting3.4 of the wave field 1/1 into right, 1/1 +, 
and left, 1/1-, traveling components with respect to an x-
independent operator, So, on L 2(Xl) (described in detail be-
low), is given by 
1/1 ±(x) = .!.[I/I(X) =F is 0- 112 ~ I/I(X)] (2.1) 
2 dx 
(where here, and in the following, we suppress all Xl depen-
dence).Notethat 1/1=1/1 + + I/I-,andthatthe 1/1 ± satisfy the 
coupled set of equations 
~ 1/1 ± =F is ~/21/1 ± 
dx 
= ± (i12) SO-1I2(S(X) - So)(l/1+ + 1/1-). (2.2) 
Naturally, here, So is chosen to be deterministic (i.e., 
nonrandom). A scalar choice So = k (Of, after ignoring ± 
coupling in (2.2), produces a parabolic-type approximation. I 
Equations (2.2) could be iterated about this approximation 
but instead we prefer to start with a "more complete," but 
abstract, choice of splitting associated with 
So = (S(x) =..:11 + k (XI)2, (2.3) 
for which S (x) - So= {3 (x), i.e., the random fluctuations. 
Notice that So is a deterministic, unbounded, self-adjoint 
operator on the spaceL 2(Xl ). Its spectral theory for uniform 
or focusing media is naturally represented in terms of an 
(assumed) complete set of guided-mode eigenfunctions, and 
radiation-mode "weak" eigenfunctions.4 For a random at-
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mosphere, where Ie is constant, one simply takes the Fourier 
transform with respect to Xl in (2.2) and (2.3), corresponding 
to expanding with respect to a complete set of (trivial) trans-
verse plane wave radiation-mode eigenfunctions. It is con-
venient to introduce a generic mode label K for the So eigen-
functions IftK(xd, with So eigenvalues AK• Also f. dK will 
denote a sum/integral over eigenmodes. 
Here we treat only the explicit choice of boundary con-
ditions: 1ft +(x = 0) specified and deterministic, and 
1ft -(x = 00) = O. Equation (2.2) is then readily integrated, 
and expressed in abstract operator form, as 
1ft + = t/J + + 1l12)S 0- 1/2G 0+ {3(1ft + + 1ft -) , 
Ift- = (i12)SoIl2G O- {3(Ift+ + 1ft-I, 
where 
t/J +(x) = exp[iSl(2 x] Ift+(x = 0), 




(G 0- fllx) = r"" dx' exp [is ~/2(X' - xl] fix') . 
Equation (2.4b) can be solved formally for 1ft - to give 
Ift- = (i12)So- I12G O- {3(l-(i12)So- I12Go- {3)-IIft+. 
(2.5) 
If (2.5) is substituted into (2.4a), this results in a closed equa-
tion for 1ft +, which, after some simplification, reduces to 
1ft + = t/J + + (iI2)S 0- I12G 0+ {3 
X(1-(iI2)S0- 1/2Go-{3)-IIft+. (2.6) 
Equation (2.6) could be iterated to obtain 1ft + in terms of 
the boundary condition t/J + , but since {3 is not spatially con-
fined, the expansion contains secular terms (with respect to 
x).s Since we are not primarily interested in short distances 
x = 0 (1), but rather {3 2X = 0 (1), for {3< 1 (the diffusion re-
gime6), a resummation of this series is required.s However, 
the lowest order of the resummed expression for (1ft + ), the 
mean of 1ft +, can be obtained, in a certain statistical approxi-
mation, more succinctly by a different approach indicated 
below. 
We start with the differential form of(2.6), which is obtained by substituting (2.5) and (2.6) into (2.2) for 1ft +. After taking 
the mean of this equation, one obtains 
-4-!e- isVz"(Ift+(x)) = -lSo I/2e- isl(Z"({3(x)S0-1I2[(G o+ + G o-){3(1- (i12)S0- 1I2G O- {3)-IIft+](X) dx 
(2.7) 
This, of course, is not a closed equation for ( 1ft + (x), but such can be provided by making afirst-order smoothing approxima-
tion, S which replaces 1ft + on the right-hand side (rhs) by (1ft +). One then obtains, for the "slowly varying," nonrandom 
is I/Z" function u+(x) = e - 0 (1ft +(x), the equation 
~ u+(x) = _..!..S 0- 112 (" dx' de - isl(Z"{3(x)e + is A12,,]S 0- 112 [e - IsA12"'{3 (x')e + isA/Z",] )u+(x') 
dx 4 Jo 
-..!..s <> 112 L'" dx' de - isA/z"{3(x)e - is A12,,]S 0- 112 [e + IsA12"'{3(x')e + IsA12",] )u+(x') + 0 ({33) . (2.8) 
4 " 
The second term in (2.8) can be thought of as a backscatter-
ing correction to the first, forward-scattering term. It is a 
straightforward matter, using (2.7), to write out explicitly 
higher-order terms, but here we concentrate on the 0 ( {3 2) 
ones. 
To proceed further, it is convenient to express (2.8) in the 
natural representation provided by the So eigenfunctions, 
IftK (Xl)' One then obtains a coupled set of equations for the 
corresponding components, u/ (x), of u + , where 
u+(x) = j dK uK+(x) IftK(x1 ). Specifically, one has 
~u + IX) = -..!..A -112.f dK' .f dK" A -1/2 dx K \ 4 K 4-- 4- K' 
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x { L" dx' exp [i(A !f2 - A ,!!2)(X - x')] • 
+ i"" dx' exp [i(A !f2 + A ,!!2)1x - X')].} 
X RK.K' ,K"(lx - x'l) exp [i(A !!.2 - A ,!!2)x'] 
xuKt(x') + O({33), (2.9) 
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where the correlation functions RK,K',K" (18xil=( {3KK'(X) 
X {3K'K" (x + 8x), are 0 ({3 2), {3K,K' = f dX1 'II!, {3lftK" and we 
have exploited the stationarity of {3. In cases of interest here, 
there will be coupling of propagating (AK > 0) to evanescent 
(AK < 0) modes. For the latter, we must use the convention, 
A !/2 = ilAK 1112, to ensure that the evanescent components of 
1ft + are exponentially decreasing to the right. Henceforth, 
we implicitly concentrate on propagating modes assumed to 
be far removed from the cutoffmodeKc ' whereAK = O. 
The details of the manipulations, from here o~, depend 
on the specific n for the medium under consideration. For 
the random atmosphere, we show that RK,K',K" a:.8K,K"' For 
the stochastic lense, we pick boundary conditions so that 
u+(O) corresponds to a single low-order propagating guided 
mode K*. Then, in the u~ equation (2.9), we neglect 0 ({3 3) 
terms, which include coupling terms K" =FK*, since an itera-
tive solution of(2.9) shows that such uKt are 0 ({3 2). Thus, in 
both cases, we shall be dealing with a decoupled form of(2.9), 
where K" = K [and we shall neglect 0 ({3 3) terms]. 
Such decoupling affects the important simplification of 
reducing the kernel of(2.9) to the convolution type. Ifwe also 
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neglect the backscattering term S: dx', then Laplace trans-
form techniques can be used to simply solve the resulting 
equation. If the backscattering term is retained, then 
Weiner-Hopf techniques7 may be useful, assuming suffi-
ciently fast decay of the correlations. Here, however, we con-
centrate on the diffusion regime P<I, p 2x = 0(1), where, 
clearly, u / will vary little over the characteristic 0 ( 1 ) corre-
lation length( s) of the R K,K',K' This motivates the long-range 
Markovian approximation to the decoupled form of (2,9), 
which replaces u/ (x'), on the rhs, with u/ (x). Neglecting 
o ( P 3) terms, and letting x~ 00 in evaluating the coefficient 
on the rhs [a good approximation, since x = 0 ( P - 2)], yields 
a "corrected" diffusion approximation 
(2.10) 
and the mode K diffusion coefficient rK can be decomposed 
as the sum, rK = rt +~, ofa forward-scattering part 
Loo ... 1/2 112 vI = 1 A - 112 t dK' A - 112 dx ei(AK -A K )xR (x) I K 4 K K' K.K.K , o 
(2,Ila) 
and a backscattering correction 
LOCI ... 1/2 1/2 .J> = 1 A -112 t dK' A -112 dx ei(AK +A K )xR (x). rK 4 K K' K,It.K o 
(2.11b) 
Often in forward propagation approximations, one is 
interested in the short-wavelength (high "k") regime. Here 
we elucidate the corresponding behavior of the low-mode 
(high So eigenvalue) diffusion coefficients. Let us assume that 
AK = ii~ k 2 + aK k + PK + O(l/k), as k~oo, where aK, 
PK = O(I),andiim =max ii(x1 )(notingthattheaK areidenti-
cally zero for the random atmosphere case). Then one has 
A 112 _ A 112 = ate' - aK + __ 1_ 
te' K 2- 2- k nm nm 
[ a;.-a;] (1) X Pk' -PK + 4ii~ +0 k2 ' 
and 
so 




d '~AK +AK)xR ()_ K,te',K + 0 _ LOO • 1/2 1/2 R (0) ( 1 ) xe KK'K X x_ k k 2 ' o "bnm 
(2.13) 
and, thus, one concludes that 
~/r! = O(l/k), as k~oo . (2.14) 
III. THE RANDOM ATMOSPHERE 
For the random atmosphere k is constant, and since 
So =.:11 + k 2, it is natural to apply to (2.7) and (2.8), the 
transverse Fourier transform 
fA 1 f d /P,,,"!() (x,p)=- x1e X, 21r (3.1) 
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i.e., to use the representation based on the So-plane wave 
eigc:.nfunctions, IPp(X1) = (21r)-le - ip."" with eigenval~p 
= k 2 _ p2, where p2 = p.p. Note that (F(So)j) 
= F (k 2 - p2)}; and that the Fourier transform produces con-
volution integrals associated with the products ... P ... P ... u + 
[represented by the f. sum/integrals in (2.9)]. Stationarity of 
P ( ), here, implies that 
Rp,p',p·(lx -x'/) = (P(x, p - p')P(x', p' - p") 
A 
= 21r~ (p - p")R (x - x', p - p'), (3,2) 
where ~ ( ) is the Dirac delta function, and this results in the 
following simplified form for (2.9): 
_ 81T{k 2 _ p2)1/2 ~ u+(x, p) 
dx 
= f dxt f dp'(P - p,2)-1/2 exp{i[(P - p'2)1/2 
- (k 2 - p2)1/2](X - x')}R (x - x', p - P')] u+(x', p) 
+ Loo dx' f dP'[(P_p'2)-1/2exp{i[(P_p'2)1/2 
+ (p _p2)1/2](X' -x)}R (x -x', p - P')] 
xu+(x', p) + 0(P 3). (3.3) 
We remark that the exact decoupling, with respect to p, 
manifested in (3.3) also occurs for all higher-order terms ob-
tained from a formal expansion of (2. 7). It suffices to observe 
that the integrand of the multiple convolution integral terms 
in this expansion involve factors 
A 
= 21r~( PI - p" + I)R (X2 - XI' P2 - P3; 
... ;x" -xl,p" -P,,+I)' (3.4) 
where 
(.ft P(Xi))=R (X2 - XI;X3 - XI;''';X" - XI) 
.=1 
A 
using stationarity of P ( ), and R denotes the (n - 1 )-fold 
multiple Fourier transform of R with respect to the trans-
verse variables. Of course, the delta-function factor 
~ (PI - p" + I) is responsible for the above-mentioned decou-
pIing. 
The long-range Markovian approximation to (3.3) has 
the solution [cf. (2.10)] 
u+(x,p):::::exp[ - (rt + r!)x]u+(O, p), (3.5) 
where the forward- (back-) scattering contributions, r{(r!), 
to the diffusion coefficients, for wave number p, are obtained 
simply from (3.3) by replacing u+(x',p) with u+(x,p), and 
letting X~oo in the coefficient S~dx' ... (S: dx' ... ). Explicitly, 
one finds that 
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4k(fc2 - p2)1/2rt = 100 dY( 2~ J dq) exp('1·q) 
x[(I_lp~2qI2)-1I2 exp{ -i(1~ +0(;3)Y}R(y,q)] 
= 100 dYR~k(Y' -lP) , (3.6a) 
4k (k 2 ~ p2)1/2r: = 100 dy e2iky (2~ J dq) exp('1·q) 
x [( 1 - Ip ~2qI2) -112 exp { _ f (2p2
2
; q2 + 0 (k\ )Y}R (y,q)] 
_fOOd 2ikYR b_( -YP)-~Rb_(OO) ~ food 2ikY~Rb_ ( -YP) 
= Jo ye p.k y, k - 2k p.k' + 2k Jo ye ()y p.k y'---';-' (3.6b) 
where R t;£ are inverse Fourier transforms, !ith respect to the q variable, of the corresponding expressions in the square 
parentheses [both of which are products of R (y,q) and a slowly varying function -1]. Some care must be taken here in 
determining large-k behavior since straightforward expansion, with respect to 11k, of functions appearing in the square 
parentheses, can lead to divergent q integrals. :.rhe difficulty here is that an even function R (y,x l) may have a slope discontin-
uity at Xl = 0, which leads to slow decay of R (y,q) = 0 (q-2), as q-+oo. In any case, it is clear that 
f 1 foo ( 1 ) fR (0,0) ( 1 ) 
rp = 4P Jo dy R (y,O) + 0 Jc3 ' r: = sJc3 + 0 k4 ' (3.7) 
which should be compared with similar results in Refs. Sand 9. 
IV. THE STOCHASTIC SQUARE LAW MEDIUM (LENSE) 
A square law medium is described by n(Xl )2 
= 1 - B 2xi, where B is a constant, and here we assume that 
the random fluctuations have the form 10 
7l(x) = n(x)2 - n(Xl )2 
= - L 7li(X}xi - L 7lij(X}xi Xj . (4.1) 
i=l~ 'j=l~ 
The centered random variables tli and 71 Ii are associated with 
random misalignment and random focusing "width," re-
spectively. This choice of nIx), though unphysical for large 
Xl' provides a reasonable model for the propagation oflow-
order modes in certain optical fibers. 10 
The orthonormal eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of the 
self-adjoint reference splitting operator, So =.1 1 
+ k 2( 1 - B 2xi), are naturally enumerated as 1ft m,m, (x 1) 
= Iftm,(xl)lftm,(X2), where 
Iftm(Y) = c~!m)1I2 (k:r/4 
X Hm(k 1/2B 1/2y) exp ( - ~By2), 
and Hm is the mth Hermite polynomial4 , and Am m = k 2 
- 2kB(ml + m2 + 1). The only other model specifi~ input 
required for the coupled equations (2.2), or the equations 
following, is the matrix elements of P (x) = k 271(X) with re-
spect to So eigenfunctions. Because of the special form of 
(4.1), these are obtained simply and explicitly from the iden-
tities 
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LOOoo dy Iftm(y)ylft,,(y) = (2kB)-1/2{(n + 1)1/2 
X£5 m ." + I + n I/2£5m ." _ I)' (4.2a) 
L+ooOO dylftm(y)y21ft,,(y) 
= (2kB)-I{(n + 2)1/2(n + 1)1/2£5m."+2 
+ (2n + 1)£5m." + n1/2(n - 1)1/2£5m .,,_2) . (4.2b) 
From (4.2), it is clear that random misalignment provides the 
dominant coupling in the high-k regime. In the absence of 
misalignment, and if the 71 Ii are independent of x, then clear-
ly one can make a (generally) new choice of transverse Xi axes 
such that there will only be coupling between modes (m,n) 
and (m',n') for even m - m' and n - n'. 
Here we consider only the behavior of the right propa-
gating mean field, u + , for the special choice of initial condi-
tions corresponding to a single right propagating mode 
(m,n) = (0,0), i.e., a Gaussian beam, at x = 0. Thus one has 
u';;-,,(x = 0) a:: £5m•o£5",o' Furthermore, we restrict our atten-
tion to the long-range Markovian approximation of the first-
order smoothed equation (2.9), after neglecting terms 0 (P 3), 
which implies that [cf. (2.10)] 
u~(x):::::exp[ - (r~ + r&}x]u~(O). (4.3) 
Here the forward- and backscattering contributions r~, 
yhoo to the (O,O)-mode diffusion coefficient can be determined 
from the correlation matrix elements 
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Roo,m"m"oo (8x) 
= (/3oo,m"m, (x) /3m,m"OO(x + 8x) 
= (2kB)-' L R;(8x)8m,,1 8mj'0 
i= 1,2 
+ (2kB)-2[R I2,12(8x) + 2R 12,2d8x) 
+ R21,21 (8x)] 8 m ,,18m,,1 
+ 2(2kB )-2 L Rii,ii(8x)8m,,28mj'0 
i= 1,2 
+ (2kB)-2[Rll,1l(8x) + 2R ll ,22 (8x) 
+ R22,22 (8x)] 8m,,08m,,0 , (4.4) 
where {i,jj = {l,2j, Ri(8x) = e(77i(X)77i(X + 8x), and 
Rij,kl(8x) = k 4(77ij(X177kl(X + 8x)(soR ll ,22 = R22,11 and R 12.21 
= R21 ,12)' It is clear that one can make the decompositions, yfu 
= yfu(mis) + yfu(width), too = too (mis) + Y'oo(width), into 
contributions associated with random misalignment and ran-
dom width, respectively. Then one obtains from (2.11), 
yfu(mis) = _1_ (1 _ 2B) -112 (1 _ 4B) -112 
8k 3B k k 
X l'" dx exp{l[(k 2 - 4kB )1/2 
- (k 2 - 2kB )1/2]xj [RI(x) + R2(x)] 
1 l'" . =-3- dxe- iBx [RI(x) +R2(X)] 
8k B 0 
X [ 1 + 3: - 3t::X + 0 ( ;2)] , 
Y'oo(mis) = _1_ (1 _ 2B) -112 (1 _ 4B) -112 
8k 3B k k 
X l'" dx exp{tk [( 1 _ ~)'/2 
+ (1 - Z:)1I2]X} [Rdx) + R2(x)] 
= ~ [R,(O) + R2(0) + _1_ [fR ; (0) + tR i (0) 16k B 2k 
+9BR I(0) + 9BR2(0)j +0(;2)]' 
as k_OCJ , 
(4.5) 
where R ;(0) denotes the (right-sided) derivative of Ri(x), at 
x = 0, and similarly, 
f ( 'd h) 1 loo d - 21Bx [R () Yoo WI t =--4-2 xe 1212 x 
16k B 0 ' 
+ 2R 12,21 (x) + R21 ,21 (x) + 2R ll,ll (x) 
[ 4B 4tB 2 ( 1 )] +2R22,dx )] 1 +R-Tx + O Ti 
+ 16k14B2 [ 1 + z: + 0 (k12)] l'" dx 
X [Rll,ll(X) + 2R ll ,22 (x) + R22,22 (x)] , 
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too (width) 
': 5 2 
= (1/32k B ) [ R 12,12 (0) + 2R 12,21 (0) + R 21 ,21 (0) 
+ 3R ll,ll (0) + 3R22,dO) + 2R ll,22 (0) 
+ O(l/k)], as k-OCJ . (4.6) 
Note that the dominant terms in Re yfu( ) are clearly posi-
tive (assuming monotonically decreasing correlations). Simi-
lar expressions are readily calculated for diffusion coeffi-
cients for other modes. One should compare the structure of 
yfu with results of Besieris II for a related stochastic lense 
problem from a parabolic-type approximation. 
v. DISCUSSION 
By exploiting a powerful albeit abstract splitting tech-
nique, we have simply and succinctly obtained equations 
which provide a practical basis for the perturbative analysis 
of wave propagation in random media. The emphasis here is 
not on a detailed or rigorous analysis of the statistical as-
sumptions, the diffusion limit or convergence of perturba-
tive expansions. Rather, we simply elucidate the effects of 
randomness on the wave field and, in particular, the back-
scattering contribution to the diffusion coefficients. 
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